 SOUTHERN PACIFIC AUTOMOBILE BOX CAR


Class A-50-6

THE PROTOTYPE


Southern Pacific built several classes of automobile box cars in the 1920’s. The largest
class was the A-50-6 built in 1923. 1200 were built for SP and another 300 for GH&SA.
The 50’ length of these cars stood out in a sea of 40’ box cars. Designated as automobile
cars, they were also used for other high bulk loads such as furniture as well as general
merchandise. While some of the SP cars were transferred to the T&NO, there were over a
thousand SP A-50-6 cars at the end of WWII, 783 in 1950 and 2 in 1955. A few continued
in service as MOW or ice service cars.

THE MODEL
This project was presented to me by Bill Green. He had posted photos of a model several years
ago on the S-Scale internet group, saying a kit was being developed. I thought it was a great
model and looked forward to the kit. Then a year ago I learned that the masters were ruined. I
contacted Bill who entrusted me with the few castings he had.
I want to thank Michael Eldridge for drawing and 3D printing the door stops and guides, and for
reviewing these instructions.

Parts list
1- one-piece body casting
1- floor/underframe casting
2- fish belly frames
1- wood roofwalk
8”- .025 wire
12”- .015 wire
2.66”- .020 wire
Decals
Grab iron bag containing;
4- door handles
18- 6” grabs
20- 21” grabs
Detail bag containing
1- brake wheel
2- wood corner platforms
2- eyebolts
2- brake levers
2- Carmer coupler lift levers and brake ratchet
2- sprues of door stops and door guides

2- roofwalk end supports
1- brake platform
1- K-brake cylinder
1- sprue brake gear
1- brake rod w clevis
1- brake valve
4- stirrup steps



Instructions

A diagram of the car drawn by Mark Montague appeared in Mainline Modeler. I used it
extensively and I refer you to it several times in the instructions. I suggest you print it and keep
it handy as you build.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ou8R0D5abkHfRCTDz53SHsmO5Fyhewvt/view?usp=sharing
And here is a photo courtesy of Tony Thompson .
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T3upD-Sb6PaFoEMmf8_fOQB0lEMywXXz/view?usp=sharing

I suggest you read through the instructions before you start. These are suggestions from one
modeler to another. This is how I did it. It worked for me. You may be more comfortable doing
some things your own way.
Make sure all parts are present.
Flashing and Fish Belly Beams
Clean up the one-piece body. There is flashing and remnants of casting along the bottom edge.
Remove any thin flashing with a sharp hobby knife. Place some sandpaper on a flat surface and
sand the bottom edge until it is flat and clean. Clean up the notches where the couplers go.
Using the sandpaper-on-flat-surface, sand the top of the floor until the flashing edges are gone.
Clean up the edges of the floor. The floor should fit in the body. Clean up the fish belly beams.
First, use the sandpaper-on-flat-surface to remove the flash. Then clean up the edges. Test fit the
beams in the slots in the floor. They should have a snug fit, then take them out. There are 2 slots
in each beam that need to be cleaned out as the brake levers will go through them. Put the beams
back in the floor slots. Make sure they are bottomed out and glue in place.
Roping Loops
There is a roping loop at the end of each bolster. Each has 2 dimples. Drill these out with a #65
bit. Then, with a #11 blade, carefully elongate the holes.

Brake Rigging
Locate the brake cylinder. There is a hole at each end of the cylinder. Drill them out for .025
wire. I used a #70 drill bit. Cut off the sprue leaving a little for a mounting pin. Locate the
cylinder mounting pad with a dimple and use a 3/32” drill bit to make a mounting hole. Glue the
cylinder in place.

Next are the brake levers. Cut them out of their flashing with a #11 blade and clean them up.
Drill out the hole with a #77 bit for .015 wire. The longer lever goes where the cylinder is
“pointing” at it. There will be a rod connecting the cylinder to the lever, so you want to line the
lever up so the rod will be straight. I propped the lever up so it is against the bottom of the beam
slots with a round toothpick. When you have it lined up, glue the lever to the beams.

The shorter lever goes in the other beam slots. Again, use a round toothpick to hold it against the
bottom of the slots and glue in place.

The train line is optional, IMHO, as it will be difficult to see without picking up the car. If you
decide to install it, you will need to drill a hole where it crosses the deep cross members. See the
diagram. There is enough.025 wire to do the train line extending to the cross member before the
bolster, with enough left over to do the line from the cylinder to the train line. This might be
easier to do before the cylinder and levers are in place.

The line from the cylinder to the train line hangs low so it is visible. So is the valve on that line.
Find the valve in the detail bag and drill it through for .025 wire with a #70 bit.

Bend a length of .025 wire to go from the cylinder to the cross member as shown. Slide the
valve on the wire, insert the wire into the cylinder and glue it all in place.
There are 3 brake rods. These are modeled with .015 wire. They all go from a brake lever to a
bolster. I bent a very short 90 degree bend in one end and put it in the hole at the end of a lever.
Put the other end on the bolster keeping them close to the center beams so as not to interfere with
the swing of the trucks. Now locate the plastic brake rod with clevis in the detail bag. This goes
from the cylinder to the close brake lever, right over the .015 wire.

Trucks & couplers
To attach the couplers, place the floor in the body. The lip of a Kadee coupler box needs to fit
over the body. You may need to clean up the body to get a good fit. Drill the holes and screw
the coupler and box to the floor. Drill out the truck mounting holes in the bolsters. I find that if I
drill for the tap size of the screw I’m going to use, I don’t need to tap the hole. Mount your
trucks and shim if necessary to get the correct coupler height. All the cars in this class came with
T-section Bettendorf trucks. There are some brass T-sections on the secondary market, but they
are rare. Use them if you have them. I am working on producing them in resin or 3D printing.
Stay tuned.

Grab Irons
Now we can get to work on the body. There are a lot of holes to drill. Let’s start with the grab
irons. I used a #77 bit. There are 2 sizes of grab irons. Dimples are provided. The holes close to
the corners will not drill through so you will have to trim one leg of the grab to match the depth
of your holes. The “tails” of the grabs at the bottom of the body will interfere with the floor, and
they are difficult to trim flush after gluing in place. So you want to trim those to length before
installing. Note when drilling for the large grabs on the sides, one grab has the nbw castings
below instead of above. Normally I use a piece of styrene, .06”, to space the grabs away from
the body. This didn’t work here because of braces behind some of the grabs. So I wound up
spacing each group by eye and then gluing each group. Where the holes go through the body
you can glue from inside, but you will have to glue the corners from the outside. Don’t forget
the door handles at the bottom of the doors.

Door Stops and Guides
Drill holes at the dimples for the door stops and guides. The locations at the bottom outside
corners of the doors do not have dimples. I used a .044 or 3/64 bit. Locate the sprues with the
door stops and guides. When you snip them off the sprue cut flush with the sprue leaving the
mounting pin. I mounted them and got the correct orientation and then glued them in place. The
door stops and guides are 3D printed, small and they stick out from the body. This makes them
somewhat delicate and vulnerable. Bob Hogan suggests using Goo or Canopy glue for a little
flexibility. I used ACC and have not had problems.

Running Boards
I wanted to leave my running boards unpainted, so I stained them with very dilute india ink. I
attached the boards with canopy glue which gave me some time to line everything up. Make
sure the overhang is the same at each end. Put some small weights on it till the glue dries. Now
find the end supports in the detail bag. With the body upside down, hold the support in place and
mark the spots for the mounting pins. Drill shallow holes with a #70 bit. Mount and glue.
Likewise, glue on the corner platforms. The corner platforms have holes marked for the corner
grabs. Drill them out with your #77 bit down into the body. You will have to bend these grabs
using .015 wire. I experienced a little trial & error until I got them right. Slip an eyebolt on each
one, mount in place and glue.

Stirrups
Turn the body upside down and drill holes for the stirrup steps. There are no dimples to mark
these holes. I used a .044 or 3/64 bit. Glue the brass steps in place. You now have to be very
careful standing the body upright as all the weight will be on the steps. I used a short block of
2X4 wood to put the body on to avoid this. This will become more important as we do the B
end.

B End
The B end of the body casting has a small bracket near the roof to support the brake wheel staff.
Carefully drill through this bracket with a #74 bit for the .020 staff. Now locate the lower brake
staff bracket on the sprue. I had to clean up some flash, it’s easier while still on the sprue. And
make sure the hole is open with your #74 bit.

Now slip the .020 wire through the upper bracket down into the lower bracket to set the location
for the lower bracket. You will want the brake staff to run parallel to the vertical brace. You will
need to remove a little bit of the end bracing to get a good fit for the bracket. Glue the bracket in
place . Now locate the brake platform in the detail bag and put it in place. There is a notch in
the platform for the vertical brace. There are no dimples for the mounting holes so use the
diagram to locate the height. Drill 2 holes with a #70 bit and glue the platform in place. Remove
the staff and find the ratchet casting in the flash with the 2 carmer lift levers. Drill out the hole
with the #70 bit while it is still in the flash. Hold it in place with the .020 wire in the hole while
you cut it out of the flashing. Set the ratchet on the platform and slide the .020 wire through the
upper bracket, through the ratchet, through the platform and into the hole in the lower bracket.
The wire should be just visible under the bracket. Now glue it all in place. Find the brake wheel
and glue it on the staff.

Locate the retainer valve on the sprue. Clean it up and drill out the hole with a #77 bit while still
on the sprue.

Slip a length of .015 wire in the retainer valve and remove it from the sprue. Slip the wire down
through the third notch in the brake platform and determine the location to drill the mounting
hole with a #74 bit. Bend the bottom of the wire to go under the body. The bottom of the wire
goes tight up against the bottom grab iron. Glue it all in place.
Carmer Lift Levers
As you can see in the photo the lift levers are pretty prominent. I cast some and have included
them in the detail bag. I’m not real proud of them as they are a little thick and clunky. They
really need a brass etching. I leave it up to you if you want to use them. If you do, clean them
up and drill a 1/16” hole at the bottom of the end next to the bottom grab iron. It will be a tight
fit on the B end between the retainer valve pipe and the bracket for the brake staff. Test fit. I
painted them separately and installed them after painting the body and after final assembly.
Mine were a friction fit so you don’t have to glue them.

Paint
Remove couplers and trucks. I left the body and the floor separate to paint. Because I wanted
the running boards unpainted I masked them. I’m going to tell you what I used. I am not an
experienced painter and you probably know what works for you. I used Rustoleum red primer
and then brushed Future Floor acrylic on the sides and ends for a gloss finish for the decals.
Weight
With brass trucks my model weighed 8.2 oz. This is a little heavier than NMRA standards, so
additional weight is not needed.
Assembly
When all that is dry, reinstall the couplers. Now we’re going to glue the floor into the body. I
made light pencil marks where the floor stops in the body are located. Put the floor in the body
making sure the brake cylinder is “pointing” towards the B end (refer to the drawing you printed
with the link at the beginning of these instructions). Make sure the coupler box lips are on the

outside of the body. Remember you have the brake staff & wheel sticking up so you can’t put
the car down upside down unless you use a block. Hold one end of the floor tight against the end
stops and let capillary action carry the liquid ACC into the corners. When tha has set, repeat at
the other end. Now go to a pencil mark, squeeze the body sides tight against the floor while
pushing the floor tight against the stops. This is where a wood block comes in handy to put the
car on upside down. Glue with liquid ACC and hold until it grabs. Repeat at the second set of
stops. Install the trucks so you can safely set the car right side up.
Decals
I found the Highball decals easy to work with even though I’m a novice. You will want to
carefully cut them to fit between the braces. I placed them with distilled water and blotted them
with bits of paper towel. Then I applied solvaset. Using magnification I noticed where they
were not settling into the cracks between boards. Using my #11 blade I lightly scribed these
spots down into the cracks. As soon as the solvaset is dry you can do it again. After 2 or 3
treatments the decal film had disappeared. Then I sprayed Testors dull coat from a spray can.

Admire your work and put it in a train

